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Built to Learn: The Inside Story of How Rockwell Collins Became a True Learning OrganizationAMACOM, 2003
While many companies have trouble measuring the effectiveness of their learning and development efforts, the picture at Rockwell Collins is crystal clear. In the span of just three years, Rockwell went from having a traditional (and characteristically drab) training program to possessing a dynamic, strategically aligned initiative featuring...
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Pro Excel Financial Modeling: Building Models for Technology StartupsApress, 2009
Learn the business thinking behind financial modeling and execute what you know effectively using Microsoft Excel. Many believe that sales and profitability projections shown in financial models are the keys to success in attracting investors. The truth is that investors will come up with their own projections. The investor wants to understand the...
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Applying UML and Patterns: An Introduction to Object-Oriented Analysis and Design and the Unified Process (2nd Edition)Prentice Hall, 2001
“People often ask me which is the best book to introduce them to the world of OO design. Ever since I came across it, ‘Applying UML and Patterns’ has been my unreserved choice.” —Martin Fowler, author, “UML Distilled” and “Refactoring”
The first edition of “Applying UML and Patterns:...
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Statistically Speaking: A Dictionary of QuotationsTaylor & Francis, 1996
Statistically Speaking is a book of quotations. It has, for the first time, brought together in one easily accessible form the best expressed thoughts that are especially illuminating and pertinent to the disciplines of probability and statistics. Some of the quotations are profound, others are wise, some are witty, but none are frivolous....
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Lean Six Sigma for Service : How to Use Lean Speed and Six Sigma Quality to Improve Services and TransactionsMcGraw-Hill, 2003
Much of the U.S. economy is now based on services rather than manufacturing. Yet the majority of books on Six Sigma and Lean--today's major quality improvement initiatives--explain only how to implement these techniques in a manufacturing environment.

Lean Six Sigma for Services fills the need for a service-based approach,...
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Applying Domain-Driven Design and Patterns: With Examples in C# and .NETAddison Wesley, 2006
“[This] is a book about design in the .NET world, driven in an agile manner and infused with the products of the enterprise patterns community. [It] shows you how to begin applying such things as TDD, object relational mapping, and DDD to .NET projects...techniques that many developers think are the key to future...
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Embedded Systems (World Class Designs)Newnes, 2007
"Novice developers will find this book to be invaluable. But more experienced developers will enjoy the breadth and probably pick up a few tricks or insights in less familiar areas." - William Wong, Electronic Design, June 2008     

       All the design and development inspiration and direction an embedded engineer...
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Shortest Way Home: One Mayor's Challenge and a Model for America's FutureLiveright, 2019

	
		NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER

		"The best American political autobiography since Barack Obama’s Dreams from My Father." ?Charles Kaiser, The Guardian

		

		A mayor’s inspirational story of a Midwest city that has become nothing less than a blueprint for the...
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Mobilizing Generation 2.0: A Practical Guide to Using Web2.0 Technologies to Recruit, Organize and Engage YouthJossey-Bass, 2008
Mobilizing Generation 2.0    

    Mobilizing Generation 2.0 is a practical and immediately useful guide for nonprofits, political campaigns, organizers, and individuals who want to better understand how to use Web 2.0 technologies. In easy-to-understand terms, this accessible book describes how readers can leverage new media (blogs,...
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SysML Distilled: A Brief Guide to the Systems Modeling LanguageAddison Wesley, 2013

	The Systems Modeling Language (SysML) extends UML with powerful systems engineering capabilities for modeling a wider spectrum of systems and capturing all aspects of a system’s design.   SysML Distilled  is the first clear, concise guide for everyone who wants to start creating effective SysML models.

	
...
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HBR's 10 Must Reads 2015: The Definitive Management Ideas of the Year from Harvard Business Review (with bonus McKinsey Award–Winning article "The Focused Leader") (HBR's 10 Must Reads)Harvard Business School, 2015

	A year’s worth of management wisdom, all in one place.


	We’ve combed through ideas, insights, and best practices from the past year of Harvard Business Review to help you get up to speed fast on the freshest, most relevant thinking driving business today. With authors from Clayton Christensen to Roger...
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High-Speed Signal Propagation: Advanced Black MagicPrentice Hall, 2003
Raves for Dr. Johnson's previous classic, High-Speed Digital  Design!

"....one of the finest efforts to come along in the field of  applied high-speed digital design because of its focus on providing tools for  the whole design team bringing a high-speed product to life. For all the PCB  designers and...
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